


IntroductionRNA: From Single Molecules to Medicine
“This is the RNA World. To see how plausible it is, we need
to look at why proteins are good at being enzymes but bad at
being replicators; at why DNA is good at replicating but bad
at being an enzyme; and finally why RNA might just be
good enough at both roles to break out of the Catch-22.” 
Richard Dawkins in The Ancestor’s Tale: A Pilgrimage to
the Dawn of Evolution

Since these lines were published in 2004, the genome sequencing
revolution has revealed that, in many ways, we still live in the
RNAWorld. Not only does RNA uniquely combine properties of
both “chicken” and “egg” to resolve the conundrum of life’s
origin, but a plethora of RNA “chicken” also control much of the
“egg” laying process,1 with important implications for cellular
health and disease.2 Seminal discoveries such as those of RNA
splicing, catalysis, and silencing, together with advances in
technologies such as single molecule fluorescence and cryo-
electron microscopiesoften honored with a Nobel Prize
(https://www.nobelprize.org)have both revealed more func-
tions of RNA and allowed us to probe them more deeply.3

Together, these two waves of progress have propelled the RNA
field to ever greater prominence, leading to unexpected scientific
revelations that may, like genome editing4,5 or, more recently,
RNA editing using RNA-guided CRISPR-Cas technology,6 one
day give us true control over our destiny, closing the loop on our
origins and improving our quality of life.
In this thematic issue, the assembled reviews represent but a

limited sampling of the many insights emerging from, and tools
important for, the RNA field. Inevitably, our selection of articles
was constrained by the availability of authors and our own limits
of imagination. As such, our goal was more to inspire future
studies than exhaustively cover all that came before, as our
collective future as a species may well depend on our ability to
fully understand how each single RNA molecule in our body
functions so it may be harnessed for personalized medicine and
other benefits.
First, Walter and colleagues survey single molecule fluo-

rescence microscopy as a tool that can study virtually any process
involving RNA, from catalytic ribozymes and RNA silencing to
CRISPR-Cas and pre-mRNA splicing. As long as an RNA,
RNA−protein complex, or an entire RNA-guided pathway can
be reconstituted in vitro with fluorophores attached to one or
more components, single molecule fluorescence observation can
remove the cloak of ensemble averages, revealing just how
diverse and versatile RNA is.
Nagai and colleagues highlight the advances of another single

molecule imaging tool, cryo-electron microscopy, in resolving a
bevy of functional states of the dynamic spliceosome at near-
atomic resolution. These structures unveil strong similarities
with the active site of group II introns, suggesting a common
evolutionary origin of both the RNA and protein components.
These comparisons suggest a path by which evolution over time
steadily replaced some RNA components, while retaining the
central RNA functions of substrate recognition and catalysis.
In a particularly comprehensive review, Šponer, Bussi, and

colleagues remind us how important computational tools can be

in discerning RNA structure, dynamics, and function. Simulating
single RNA molecules and their protein complexes all the way to
the massive ribosome in silico reaches time resolutions so fast that
experimental tools can rarely achieve them, while both helping
interpret existing experimental data and rapidly generating
experimentally testable hypotheses. The authors particularly
focus on the scope and limitations of molecular dynamics
simulations, with the goal to help lower the barrier to their
broader adoption outside the specialist community.
Maquat and colleagues emphasize that the cellular steps of

RNA metabolism do not happen in a vacuum but represent a
continuum under the influence of preceding steps and affecting
subsequent ones. This interconnectedness partly reflects the
ability of nucleic acid binding proteins to multitask, as
exemplified by DNA-binding transcription factors that shape
gene expression beyond initiating RNA synthesis by regulating
pre-mRNA splicing and, thereby, mRNA isoforms. Looking
forward, the authors not only cover mechanistic models already
experimentally proven but also call attention to connections that,
although currently lacking direct support, are consistent with
existing data and ripe for further investigation.
Next, D’Adda di Fagagna and colleagues make the case for the

widespread involvement of “smart” nuclear noncoding RNAs in
DNA damage signaling and repair, telomere maintenance, and
genomic rearrangement. Intracellular single molecule techniques
have begun to reveal the spatiotemporal production and
recruitment of RNAs at DNA double-strand breaks to help
patch them back up, perhaps one reason for the pervasive
transcription of RNAs from most of the mammalian genome.
They argue that this widespread involvement of RNA in
maintaining genome integrity may offer opportunities for
therapeutic intervention and lead to new medical therapies.
Complementarily, Siomi and colleagues describe a specific

case of genome maintenance in the form of PIWI-interacting
RNAs (piRNAs), found to control transposons in the germline
to protect future generations. Long ago in evolution, transposons
invaded mammalian genomes as parasitic DNA elements aiming
to self-replicate, eventually striking a synergistic balance between
destroying and diversifying the host’s genes. piRNAs silence
these transposons in analogy to microRNA-directed gene
silencing, by employing their own germline-specific biogenesis
and mechanism of action.
Wolin and colleagues close another loop by following the

cellular RNAs to their end when they are no longer needed.
Numerous surveillance pathways have evolved that degrade
unneeded, defective, and potentially harmful noncoding RNAs to
protect the cell and recycle its building blocks. The authors
summarize and compare the yeast and human machineries that
recognize accessible 5′ and 3′ ends on RNAs and feed them to
exoribonucleases for degradation.
Finally, lest we forget, Bradrick, Garcia-Blanco, and colleagues

remind us that flaviviruses, including the infamous dengue,
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yellow fever, and Zika viruses, are simple RNA−protein
machines that carry out basic functions of their life cycle with
the help of host factors. The authors discuss the fundamental
biochemistry and molecular biology of these viruses, laying the
foundation for our ability to combat them.
Writing a review that is equally comprehensive and

comprehensible is challenging, so all authors have earned our
thanks for making it happen on a timeline, as have Associate
Editor Ruma Banerjee and Production Manager Lou Larsen for
helping push the entire issue across the finish line. RNA deserves
still broader attention, so our hope is that the collection of
reviews assembled here may help a growing audience appreciate
that RNA not only broke the Catch-22 of early life, needing both
enzyme and genome, but stands to powerfully bridge the basic
sciences and medicine today.

Nils G. Walter
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Lynne E. Maquat
University of Rochester
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